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NYSE: LUV is engaging its Customers, Employees, and partners to complete a collective one
million Acts of Kindness throughout its 50 th Anniversary year, celebrating half a century of
empowering People and communities to lead with Heart and kindness. Now through Dec. Each
signature on the Kindness Pledge and Act of Kindness that is shared on social media using the
hashtag HeartinAction will count towards achieving the one million Acts of Kindness goal.
We're excited to all come together to inspire a kinder tomorrow, because at Southwest, we're
more than an airline, we're your neighbor. And neighbors take care of each other. Southwest
Employees received a sneak peek of the one million Acts of Kindness challenge in mid-January,
and since then have already logged more than 62, acts, including recognizing fellow Employees
for their Acts of Kindness and volunteering at organizations. I pledge to spark acts of kindness
â€” one at a time, sprinkling compassion around the world. I will practice Hospitality, making
people feel welcomed, cared for, and appreciated. I will treat others with courtesy, politeness,
and respect. I will do little things, because little things make a big difference. I commit to putting
my Heart in Action, sharing a smile and little bit of love, and making someone's day a little
brighter. Throughout the year, Southwest will provide Customers and Employees an update on
the progress towards the one million Acts of Kindness goal, ideas on how to remain engaged,
and share heartfelt stories along the way. For more information about the kindness challenge
and Southwest's 50 th Anniversary, visit Southwest In its 50th year of service, Dallas -based
Southwest Airlines Co. Southwest has a robust network of point-to-point service with a strong
presence across top leisure and business markets. In peak travel seasons during , Southwest
operated more than 4, weekday departures among a network of destinations in the United
States and 10 additional countries. Among the changes are enhanced cleaning efforts at
airports and onboard aircraft, along with a federal mandate requiring every person to wear a
mask at all times throughout each flight. Southwest is the only major U. Southwest does not
charge change fees, though fare differences might apply. Southwest is one of the most honored
airlines in the world, known for a triple bottom line approach that contributes to the carrier's
performance and productivity, the importance of its People and the communities they serve,
and an overall commitment to efficiency and the planet. Book Southwest Airlines' low fares
online at Southwest. The Southwest Kindness Pledge reads as follows: I pledge to spark acts of
kindness â€” one at a time, sprinkling compassion around the world. Travel is an essential
component for these organizations, and by donating Rapid Rewards Points, Customers can
help them provide mission-critical services and special experiences for the communities they
serve. As part of Southwest's Points for a Purpose program, Customers can support causes
that matter to them by using their Rapid Rewards Points, allowing organizations to help offset
travel costs. Through this program, Rapid Rewards Members have donated nearly ,, Rapid
Rewards Points to deserving organizations since The organizations in Southwest's Points for a
Purpose program support a wide range of needs including providing assistance during and
after disasters; supporting survivors of human trafficking; honoring our military; helping
students from diverse populations develop into future leaders; and making a positive impact on
our environment. Southwest became the nation's largest domestic air carrier in and maintains
that ranking based on the U. Department of Transportation's most recent reporting of domestic
originating passengers boarded. In peak travel seasons during , Southwest operated more than
4, weekday departures among a network of destinations in the United States and 10 additional
countries. In early , the carrier added service to Hilo, Hawaii , and Cozumel, Mexico. Southwest
began service to Palm Springs, Calif. On Feb. Among the changes are enhanced cleaning
efforts at airports and onboard aircraft, and face covering requirements for Customers and
Employees. Additional details about the Southwest Promise are available at Southwest.
Southwest is the only major U. Southwest does not charge change fees, though fare differences
might apply. Southwest is one of the most honored airlines in the world, known for a triple
bottom line approach that contributes to the carrier's performance and productivity, the
importance of its People and the communities they serve, and an overall commitment to
efficiency and the planet. Learn more about how the carrier gives back to communities across
the world by visiting Southwest. For more than a decade, Polaris has assisted thousands of
victims and survivors through the U. National Human Trafficking Hotline, helped ensure
countless traffickers were held accountable, and built the largest known U. With the guidance of
survivors, we use that data to improve the way trafficking is identified, how victims and
survivors are assisted, and how communities, businesses and governments can prevent human
trafficking by transforming the underlying inequities and oppressions that make it possible.
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Jimmy. LUV LUV Stock is number for the largest. Value Forum is the web's best community
forum for unvarnished, trusted, up-to-the-minute thinking not just on our LUV message board
but about any investment you own or are considering. I magine walking into a secluded room
where some of the smartest, most successful investors in America are gathered â€”
self-directed investors and hedge fund managers alike â€” to share investing ideas. In this
private setting â€” completely off limits to the general public â€” members of this exclusive
group are able to share honest opinions and unfiltered insights on stocks, bonds, ETFs,
options, Forex and more. There's also a healthy amount of respectful debate as they bandy
ideas about. And in the end, everyone is the richer for it. That kind of exchange is exactly what
happens everyday on ValueForum. Membership in this private online community is strictly
limited â€” just investors will be admitted â€” but today you are in line to be one of them. Before
I tell you about all the member benefits waiting for you, I want to make one thing clear:
ValueForum. We started ValueForum. That's why our community is founded on a few simple
rules that keep the quality of our content and our members very high Privacy is paramount and
confidentiality strictly enforced. Members are forbidden from sharing or reposting any
ValueForum. Multiple aliases are not permitted behind every screen name is a member profile
so you can get to know your fellow members â€” and many have become lifelong friends. No
unsolicited or unauthorized advertising or product selling is allowed. Robust debates are
encouraged, but respect and common courtesy are expected with fighting and name-calling
disallowed. Violators forfeit membership. And it works. As one of our long-time members
explains: "ValueForum gives you the chance to learn from people who aren't trying to sell you
anything, just willing to give away their sincere thoughts. I have made a lot of money from
information on VF. As another of our members going by the handle of oldart will tell you Over
message board topics to help you focus on the areas that interest you most. The chance to

share your investment ideas and have them thoroughly vetted by your ValueForum peers before
you make a move. The ValueForum. And yet another member known on ValueForum as
"beetlebomb" tells all willing to listen: "The cost of ValueForum is a pittance compared to the
benefits you will receive. If you are a serious investor who is tired of being fleeced by the Wall
Street crowd, I highly recommend you join VF on a trial basis and experience its benefits first
hand. The best way to see what ValueForum. That's why we're offering a special one week
"guest pass" that lets you experience the full force of ValueForum. It was for this member, who
goes by "stlbeerman" " VF has really changed my life and made me more wealthy than I ever
expected. See for yourself before our remaining memberships are claimed and it's too late! As
seen in: Ranked: Forbes best of the web. I would recommend VF to any serious investor, and I
will never be without it. Looking for insight and analysis on LUV? You've come to the right
place! It's a real time collection of news, experiences, data sharing, opinions that you can never
get from bigger sites like TheStreet. It allows you to gather multiple opinions you can never get
from speaking to a stock broker or their analysts. The latest rating update was made on Dec. As
a private members-only community, the LUV message board discussions and further stock
rating information, including commentary by the 1 member s entering the ratings, is available to
ValueForum members only. Did you know there are customized portals into VF like " Canada.
LUV is rated 2. If you are already a Value Forum member but are not logged on, click here to log
on. Southwest and wholly owned subsidiary AirTran Airways operate more than 3, flights a day,
serving 93 destinations across the United States and five additional countries. Southwest
acquired AirTran Airways in May and by the end of intends to complete the full integration of the
AirTran network into Southwest. Based on the U. The Company operates the largest fleet of
Boeing aircraft in the world, a majority of which is equipped with satellite-based WiFi providing
gate to gate connectivity while over the United States. That connectivity enables Customers to
use their personal devices to access streaming music provided by Beats Music, or to view video
on-demand movies and television shows, as well as nearly 20 channels of free, live TV
compliments of DISH. Southwest is the only major U. Southwest is committed to return value to
its Shareholders. From its first flights on June 18, , Southwest Airlines launched an era of
unprecedented affordability in air travel described by the U. Department of Transportation as
"The Southwest Effect," a lowering of fares and increase in passenger traffic wherever the
carrier serves. With 41 consecutive years of profitability, Southwest is one of the most honored
airlines in the world, known for a triple bottom line
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approach that contributes to the carrier's performance and productivity, the importance of its
People and the communities they serve, and an overall commitment to efficiency and the planet.
Be the first! I believe you are correct I simply LUV this Stock!! You are Guest on WEB6. Consent
Preferences. LUV Detailed Quote. Load factors need to rebound before we see. Giving Thanks
to LUV. LUV will begin to sell middle seats on. LUV will. Post from July? When the travel
industry begins to rebound, LUV. Boeing will most likely reward current MAX users. This will
double within a year. Southwest has. They seems to have. Is this something to worry about?
Southwest Airlines Announces. US airlines take jets out of storage, add. Nice day in the sunny
skies of LUV Thanks Huggy I believe the dividend is suspended currently. Huggy Bear. Ladies
and Gentlemen LUV chart. A little turbulence today Flying high today I agree Air travel. Looking
really good pre-market Another good day to fly,. I agree, Conix

